Advanced Animation And Rendering Techniques
**Synopsis**

Dealing with state-of-the-art techniques in rendering and animation, this text provides a unique synthesis of advanced techniques not previously available in one coherent source.
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**Customer Reviews**

AART is all in all a good book. It covers many graphics related topics and is very interesting reading although some of the topics are not all that relevant for modern 3D hardware accelerated computers. The book is divided into 3 parts: The first part is an ultra compact summary of the computer graphics needed to understand the rest of the book. This part is virtually impossible to understand for people new to graphics - so I recommend reading Foley, et al: Computer Graphics - Principles and Practice first. The second part covers rendering and is an introduction to shadows, mapping, ray tracing and radiosity. The third part covers animation techniques such as bones and blending. The book tries to cover as many things as possible and the consequence is, at times, that it does not use enough space on some things to make them comprehensible. I guess, this is probably only intended as a survey of alternative techniques and references to the original articles are given for interested readers. Finally, the book contains a fair number of errors (one every couple of pages) many of which is in vital equations. There has been no corrections done to the book since its original release in 1992 and the official errata isn't good either. For the sake of other readers I have therefore compiled an unofficial errata list for the book and I recommend that all readers take a look at it. Find it by searching for "watt errata" on Google.
I regret not buying this book sooner, cause it would have saved me a lot of thinking. This book is maybe not for beginners, but for the more experienced it's a great reference.

This book is the one I learned the fundamentals of the computer graphics from. It covers most of the computer graphics subjects and explains them in a quite easy-to-follow way. If you want to learn computer graphics, this book is a very nice starting point. Most of the chapters do not give the implementation details but in my opinion this is a nice thing since helps the understanding the theory and the concepts. It covers: Parametric modelling, Antialiasing, Shadows, Mapping, Procedural textures, Ray Tracing, Radiocity, Global Illumination, Volume rendering, Hierarchic animation, soft body animation and procedural animation subjects.

I'm ordering another copy of this, because like the other people I know who program renderers, I've loaned out yet another copy that I'm having trouble getting back. This is one of the classic overviews of rendering techniques, and particularly for its age is an extraordinary book. Though if you program anything involving rendering or other 3D graphics, don't you already own this book?

Awesome resource with a wide array of topics and techniques. Both alternative implementations (some just theory and some specific implementations) to primary methods, as well as more advanced topics like photon mapping. One of the few print resources I have found covering light caustics.

I bought this book solely based on the reviews at . This was a huge mistake. I don't know if these people are related to the others in any way. All this book does is list a bunch of formulas with very little explanation and merely references journal papers for the details and proofs. It would be easier to get the journal papers. I've read several other computer graphics books including the Foley & van Dam book. This book does not even compare. The prose is equivalent to verbal diarrhea. I particularly hated chapters three and four. The code in the book is a welcome sight, but it contains essentially no useful comments and is not explained in the slightest in the text. If you are at all serious about purchasing this book, I highly recommend that you first borrow it from the library. Read the first few chapters and then make your decision. Furthermore, the text is riddled with errors, most of which are not documented in the errata. This book is not worth the paper it's printed on!!!!!
Alan and Mark Watt accomplished an almost impossible task. They explained the most complex techniques in such a simple way that even ordinary people can understand, not only Ph.D. on advanced mathematics!!! From modelling 3D objects to rendering using ray-tracing techniques, from illumination models to soft object animation, everything is there. If you are looking for ONE book on 3D computer graphics, you should consider this one seriously.
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